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“In the middle of
every difficulty lie
opportunity.”

Aloft Transitions
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Above: Olivia, Alexa and Connor at the Idaho

Above: The Idaho Steelheads Hockey Team

The Idaho Steelheads are Boise’s very own professional minor league hockey team. This
past month Connor, Alexa and Olivia spent a December evening cheering on the home
team at Century Link arena. The small arena keeps fans close to the action with great
views of the ice. Everyone had a great time, enjoying the energy of the crowd and
watching the fast pace game play that hockey provides. Connor, Alexa and Olivia were
able to gain knowledge from watching and learned from other spectators about the
game of hockey, while growing in their relationships with each other and socializing with
other fans. GO STEELHEADS!!!!!!!!

Game Time
Left:
Eugene, Aspen,
Collin, Robert and
Connor Planning
the Current Game
of Dungeons and
Dragons

Dungeons and Dragons is a tabletop based
game where the players must use their imagination and role playing abilities to overcome obstacles they face. With the recent release of the
movie Star Wars: The Force Awakens, our group
of players have decided to play a Dungeons and
Dragons game in a Star Wars universe; it allows
for a ton of creativity and fun!
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Left:
Christmas Eve at
the Aloft House
Right:
Olivia Making a
“Gingerbread”
House

Left:
Eugene Making a
Candy Garden
Right:
Aloft Director,
Jason Wood, as
Santa

Left:
Snowy Lane at the
Aloft House

December Snapshots
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Happy Holidays

While many of our residents had the
opportunity to travel home to visit with
family over the Christmas holiday, the
lucky few who remained in Idaho with
us got a sweet treat (quite literally!).
On Christmas Eve afternoon, Eugene
and Olivia were taken out to a local
store and told to grab loads of colorful
candies to be turned into artistic masterpieces once back at the house. The
laughter and joy that ensued during this
activity was just what the Christmas
season calls for, and as shown in this
month’s “Snapshots” section, there
were smiles all around. From all of us at
Aloft to you…

Shout Outs
As the weather in Idaho has gotten colder, a Olivia and Alexa have taken up knitting as a winter hobby; they have been making hats and scarves for themselves and as gifts for friends in the area. To capitalize on this growing interest as a means to incorporate positive peer social interaction, we have
been going to a Tuesday night knitting group hosted at The Twisted Ewe in downtown Boise. The
group meetings last for about 2 hours and consist of food and conversation with the common backdrop of personal knitting projects. It has been a great opportunity for Olivia and Alexa to practice
their social skills, get a few knitting tips from those more advanced and experience yet another positive aspect of young adult life.
Also, as an early Christmas gift, Adrian received a drone; the latest in hobby sports, a quad-propelled
GPS guided flying device. He has used it to take breathtaking photographs around our property and
there are plans in the works to get him teamed up with a former Aloft staff pilot and various realtors
to take aerial shots of houses that are on the market in the Treasure Valley.
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JANUARY 2016
Sun
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Tue
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Events
January 1st
New Year’s Day!
January 7th
Adult Coloring Group
January 9th
Snow Tubing
January 17th
Elk Sleigh Ride

17

18

19

20

21

22

Every Monday

23

Yoga

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Swimming
Every Tuesday

31

YMCA Cardio Bar Class
Knitting Club

“Don’t back down
from something just
because it’s not happening the way you
planned, be patient,
give it some time because good things always take some time.”
-Anurag Prakash Ray

ALOFT

TRANSITIONS

Doing What is Right VS Doing What is Best
Staff Incite
In school we learn that there are right and wrong answers to questions, but
many times life teaches us otherwise. Real life situations can be complex and
multifaceted; emotions and relational dynamics create nuances, and sometimes the solution to the problem at hand is not the textbook "right answer."
So it goes to show that transitioning from being a clearly directed adolescent
into a discerning and empathetic young adult can be a tricky process. Working day in and day out with the residents here at Aloft has expanded my understanding of this idea. As I take into account the particular backgrounds of
each resident, their strengths and weaknesses, their goals, their personalities
and preferences, I find that with each new situation is an opportunity to walk
through the gray areas of life to figure out what works best for them. Doing
what is right is always the goal, but sometimes doing what's best for them is
what is actually needed in the moment.

